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The City of Edinburgh
Council chooses Cobra as
their Immersive HD video
conferencing partner
Client profile
The City of Edinburgh Council is based in Scotland’s capital city and
provides a range of public services to over 444,000 citizens as well as
being responsible for the promotion of the city worldwide. In this project,
the focus is on the promotion and delivery of a broadband voucher
scheme to help local small and medium sized businesses to improve
their broadband connections. This project sees the provisioning of £5
million of funding to Edinburgh and the surrounding area in the form
of a voucher system. The aid comes from the Department for Culture
Media and Sport through the Urban Broadband Fund.
This means that businesses in Edinburgh, parts of the Lothians and
Fife have the chance to benefit from this voucher system to the tune
of up to £3,000 installation costs per business. At this moment in time,
over 200 vouchers have already been issued representing more than
half a million pounds of funding to local businesses.
In order to promote the voucher system, Charlotte Blackwood, Project
Manager, developed a hands-on demonstration facility at the Creative
Exchange, Leith, to show businesses how superfast broadband could
really benefit them.
You can find out more about the voucher system here: www.edinburgh.
gov.uk/broadbandvouchers
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The Cobra challenge
Charlotte explains that the purpose of the hands-on

best light was essential. When it came to showcasing HD

demonstration facility was to showcase 3D printing, video

video conferencing, the Cobra unit was a logical and cost

conferencing, film editing and large-scale projection, so

effective solution.

choosing the right media to stage these technologies in their

The Customer Review

“The Council identified demonstrator requirements as part of
overall demand stimulation and marketing activities to promote
the available funding to local businesses. As a result they
sought to establish an HD video conferencing facility to present
the business benefits of a high quality and reliable Internet
connection. The Council carried out a tender process to invite
submissions to provide video conferencing facilities as part of
their demonstrator; with the objective of sourcing a modern,
reliable and commercial product to engage with local businesses
at events.”
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Why Cobra?
In response to this question, Charlotte explains “Cobra was selected as the provider to The City
Of Edinburgh Council because they were evaluated as the most suitable solution in terms of
customisation, attention to detail, fit with requirements and value for money. And there was the
added benefit that the Cobra team is fairly local to the Creative Exchange facility.”

Benefits
When asked about the benefits of the Cobra Conference solution, Charlotte summarised 3 key
areas:
•
The Cobra suite has enabled the Council to offer impressive, engaging and informative video
conferencing demonstration sessions at the Creative Exchange facility in Leith.
•
The suite has assisted The Council in its aim to inform local businesses of the benefits they
could enjoy with a faster more reliable connection, including better communication, higher productivity, lower transport costs and opportunities to innovate.
•
The facility has helped local businesses find out how the voucher scheme (which runs until
31st March 2015) could help them get a better Internet connection to suit their organisation’s
needs.
Charlotte goes on to say “It’s helped the Council do business more efficiently in working across
distances. We regularly use the suite for international meetings to save on travel costs and downtime.”

The Cobra solution in detail
The Cobra Conference solution combines a fully integrated hosted IT platform, Lifesize (Logitech)
HD conference software, the Cobra Curved Display, a high definition projector, Cobra True
Dimension warping software mounted on an elegant modern pedastol with free floating table and
drop down wheels. Together with a Premium Cobra Support and maintenance contract. The solution
was delivered in partnership with Videonations and the Lifesize division of Logitech.
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